Abstract: This paper proposes a novel image alignment algorithm based on rotation-discriminating ring-shifted projection for automatic optical inspection. This new algorithm not only identifies the location of the template image within an inspection image but also provides precise rotation information during the template-matching process by using a novel rotation estimation scheme, the so-called ring-shifted technique. We use a two stage framework with an image pyramid searching technique for realizing the proposed image alignment algorithm; in the first stage, the similarity based on hybrid projection transformation with the image pyramid searching technique is employed for quick selection and location of the candidates in the inspection image. In the second stage, the rotation angle of the object is estimated by a novel ring-shifted technique. The estimation is performed only for the most likely candidate which is the one having the highest similarity in the first stage. The experimental results show that the proposed method provides accurate estimation for template matching with arbitrary rotations and is applicable in various environmental conditions.
Introduction
Image alignment is a fundamental technique that has many applications for machine vision and image processing, including image retrieval, object recognition, pose estimation, industrial inspection, and target tracking. Because industrial inspections are usually conducted in well-controlled environments (e.g. the working distance between the lens and inspection objects is fixed), it is common practice to perform image alignment using constrained two-dimensional (2D) rigid transformation. This creates the possibility of establishing a fast image alignment algorithm that can be used for industrial inspection applications, and is the focus of this study. The research results are usually used in the quality control of manufacture automation. For example, two cases show the feasibility of this proposed research: (1) a robust vision system can inspect components fitted to several ranges of diesel engines at a critical stage and align in the engine assembly; (2) the quality assurance of surface mount devices (SMD) mounted on the printed circuit board (PCB).
Image alignment techniques are generally divided into two major categories: a feature-or geometry-based method and an area-or intensity-based method [1] . The feature-based methods, of Huttenlocher et al. [2, 3] apply the directed Hausdorff distance to several algorithms to allow image alignment. Kown et al. [4] proposed a robust hierarchical Hausdorff distance to compare edge maps in a multi-level pyramidal structure. Chen et al. [5] also used the Hausdorff distance for image alignment in an inspection system for printed circuit boards. Peripherally, local descriptors are commonly used in several real-world applications, such as object recognition. Lowe [6] proposed a scale invariant Although there have been many studies of area-based image alignment techniques, relatively few concern ring-projection alignment, which is a special type of area-based method. This method transforms a 2D gray-level image into a rotation-invariant representation in one-dimensional (1D) ring-projection space [12] . Tsai [15] used the ring-projection technique to represent templates in multi-channel images using a method that rapidly selects candidates by computing the NCC between color ring-projection information. The rotation is then estimated by rotating the template. To reduce the computational complexity, an elimination strategy that quickly detects a similar candidate is used [16] . In this approach, the rotation invariant ring-projection transformation is used to describe the image. Two stage-matching methods have also been proposed in which the candidates are selected using the vector sums of the ring projection at the first stage. Only a single candidate then undergoes Zernike-moment template matching using rotation-invariant properties [14, 17] . Radial projection has also been shown to be applicable to template matching [18] . Radial projection transforms a 2D gray-level image into 1D space and the scale invariance is constructed in the form of radial lines. However, ring-projection descriptors are specific to rotation-invariant matching. The rotation angle between two corresponding shapes in different images can also not be estimated in order to perform image alignment as is necessary for industrial inspection.
In AOI applications, the geometric relationship between a template image P and an inspected image S is constricted as shown in Figure 1 . An indicated inspection pattern (such as the diamond templates shown in Figure 1 ) is usually used for the images, in order to alleviate the computational burden that is associated with real-time image alignment. Because the working distance between the lens and the inspected target is fixed in AOI applications, the scaling variation between P and S is tiny and can be neglected. Therefore, the image alignment problem for AOI can be formulated to identify the optimal 2D rigid transformation between P and S, as constrained by translation vector T  and rotation angle  . The method presented here locates the template image within the inspection image and provides precise rotation information during the template-matching process by using a novel rotation estimation scheme. This is the so-called ring-shifted technique which uses the architecture of a two-stage template-matching method. In the first stage (the candidate-searching stage), the only likely candidates are determined using rotation-invariant features. Subsequently, the ring-shifted technique is applied to the most likely candidate that is obtained from the first stage in order to estimate the rotation in the second stage (the rotation-estimation stage). Because the rotation is directly calculated using hybrid-projection data, the proposed method minimizes computational complexity. Even though the newly matching method is proposed, it is not invariant to scale changes. An indicated inspection pattern (such as the diamond templates shown in Figure 1 ) is usually used for the images, in order to alleviate the computational burden that is associated with real-time image alignment. Because the working distance between the lens and the inspected target is fixed in AOI applications, the scaling variation between P and S is tiny and can be neglected. Therefore, the image alignment problem for AOI can be formulated to identify the optimal 2D rigid transformation between P and S, as constrained by translation vector á T and rotation angle θ. The method presented here locates the template image within the inspection image and provides precise rotation information during the template-matching process by using a novel rotation estimation scheme. This is the so-called ring-shifted technique which uses the architecture of a two-stage template-matching method. In the first stage (the candidate-searching stage), the only likely candidates are determined using rotation-invariant features. Subsequently, the ring-shifted technique is applied to the most likely candidate that is obtained from the first stage in order to estimate the rotation in the second stage (the rotation-estimation stage). Because the rotation is directly calculated using hybrid-projection data, the proposed method minimizes computational complexity. Even though the newly matching method is proposed, it is not invariant to scale changes.
The main contributions of this paper include the following: (1) The novel image alignment algorithm based on rotation-discriminating ring-shifted projection, which is efficiently applied to recognize and align the template and inspection images; (2) The proposed hybrid projection transformation based on image entropy can provide unique and robust features for rapidly selecting the most likely candidate based on the image pyramid searching technique; (3) A new rotation-estimation technique known as the ring-shifted technique is proposed to detect the rotation of only the best of the output of the candidates; (4) An image pyramid searching technique is applied to significantly enhance the computation performance.
Architecture of the Proposed Method
Before giving an overview of the proposed method, two fundamental projections, ring-and variance-projection, should be mentioned. The ring-and variance-projection transform the 2D image into 1D signals as function of radius, which are defined as the mean and variance of intensities along the radius, respectively. The main concepts of ring-and variance-projection are shown in Figure 2 . The ring-projection calculates the average intensity for the specified radius, here three different rings, r 1 " 60, r 2 " 120, and r 3 " 180 pixels are shown. Furthermore, the corresponding variance-projections can be seen in the bottom figure. Obviously, the value of 180 pixels ring is lower than others because the intensity is almost uniform in this ring. The main contributions of this paper include the following: (1) The novel image alignment algorithm based on rotation-discriminating ring-shifted projection, which is efficiently applied to recognize and align the template and inspection images; (2) The proposed hybrid projection transformation based on image entropy can provide unique and robust features for rapidly selecting the most likely candidate based on the image pyramid searching technique; (3) A new rotation-estimation technique known as the ring-shifted technique is proposed to detect the rotation of only the best of the output of the candidates; (4) An image pyramid searching technique is applied to significantly enhance the computation performance.
Before giving an overview of the proposed method, two fundamental projections, ring-and variance-projection, should be mentioned. The ring-and variance-projection transform the 2D image into 1D signals as function of radius, which are defined as the mean and variance of intensities along the radius, respectively. The main concepts of ring-and variance-projection are shown in Figure 2 . The ring-projection calculates the average intensity for the specified radius, here three different rings, 1 60 r  , 2 120
r  , and 3 180
r  pixels are shown. Furthermore, the corresponding variance-projections can be seen in the bottom figure. Obviously, the value of 180 pixels ring is lower than others because the intensity is almost uniform in this ring. The architecture of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 3 . It consists of two phases: template preprocessing and online alignment. In the template preprocessing phase, template image P is the input specified manually. A pyramid technique is then used to build a multi-resolution image from the template image. Hybrid-projection values are then determined using ring-and variance-projection values and the weighting coefficients, and variance projection, respectively, depending on the intensity distribution at the specific radius of the template image. In the online alignment phase, the inspection image S is the input and a sliding window, which is the same size as the region of interest (ROI) in the multi-resolution template image, is moved for multi-resolution inspection image Sl. This detects the most likely candidates by evaluating the similarity coefficient of the hybrid projection values. The locations of 1  8  15  22  29  36  43  50  57  64  71  78  85  92  99  106  113  120  127  134  141  148  155  162  169  176  183  190  197 Cp,0(r) r (pixel )   0   500000   1000000   1500000   2000000   2500000   3000000   3500000   4000000   1  8  15  22  29  36  43  50  57  64  71  78  85  92  99  106  113  120  127  134  141  148  155  162  169  176  183  190 The architecture of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 3 . It consists of two phases: template preprocessing and online alignment. In the template preprocessing phase, template image P is the input specified manually. A pyramid technique is then used to build a multi-resolution image from the template image. Hybrid-projection values are then determined using ring-and variance-projection values and the weighting coefficients, w m,l prq and w σ,l prq, in conjunction with corresponding multi-resolution images. The coefficients w m,l prq and w σ,l prq are those of the ring and variance projection, respectively, depending on the intensity distribution at the specific radius of the template image. In the online alignment phase, the inspection image S is the input and a sliding window, which is the same size as the region of interest (ROI) in the multi-resolution template image, is moved for multi-resolution inspection image S l . This detects the most likely candidates by evaluating the similarity coefficient of the hybrid projection values. The locations of the candidates with scores that exceed the similarity threshold T min,l are registered. The translation is estimated using the vector á T between the centers of the target detected in P L and S L . These candidates and their corresponding ring intensity profiles for each specified radius undergo the rotation-estimation process. This proposed method is called the ring-shifted technique to estimate the rotation angle. The accuracy of the rotation angle is finally refined by using a parabola curve fitting. The details of the two phases of the algorithm are described in the following subsections. is estimated using the vector T  between the centers of the target detected in PL and SL. These candidates and their corresponding ring intensity profiles for each specified radius undergo the rotation-estimation process. This proposed method is called the ring-shifted technique to estimate the rotation angle. The accuracy of the rotation angle is finally refined by using a parabola curve fitting. The details of the two phases of the algorithm are described in the following subsections. 
Candidate Selection and Localization
The candidates are first selected and located using a rotation-invariant descriptor and the second stage uses the rotation-estimation method. For computational efficiency, the ring-projection transformation and the image pyramid technique [19] are used during the candidate selection process. These techniques identify the best matching results by using low-cost features in each image pyramid level. In the candidate-selection and localization process, the selection of a template image for the proposed method is a crucial step. This template image is used in the template preprocessing phase to generate hybrid-projection values. The candidate-selection and localization uses these hybrid-projection values. Therefore, the features of the template image in the template preprocessing phase considerably influence the matching results. In the hybrid-projection transform, the hybrid-projection values are calculated using a circular region between ,min 
The candidates are first selected and located using a rotation-invariant descriptor and the second stage uses the rotation-estimation method. For computational efficiency, the ring-projection transformation and the image pyramid technique [19] are used during the candidate selection process. These techniques identify the best matching results by using low-cost features in each image pyramid level. In the candidate-selection and localization process, the selection of a template image for the proposed method is a crucial step. This template image is used in the template preprocessing phase to generate hybrid-projection values. The candidate-selection and localization uses these hybrid-projection values. Therefore, the features of the template image in the template preprocessing phase considerably influence the matching results. In the hybrid-projection transform, the hybrid-projection values are calculated using a circular region between R l,min and R l,max on image pyramid level l. For illustrating the hybrid projection calculation, a concise example is illustrated in Figure 4 , the hybrid projection values on current image pyramid l are calculated from the R l,min " 20 to R l,max " 200. And the details of hybrid projection calculation are described in the following subsections. 
Ring-Projection Transformation
Using the rotation invariant properties, the ring-projection transformation is used. The center point, ( , ) c c x y , of the block image is calculated and used to transform the pixel coordinate ( , ) x y of the block image from a Cartesian coordinate into a polar coordinate by:
where
defined by the user, and M and N are the width and height of an image, respectively. , ( ) P l C r represents the ring-projection values for the template image at a specific radius r on image pyramid level l , which is defined as:
where r Q is the number of pixels that are located on the circle of radius
The ring-projection value,
C r , is the mean of the values for pixel intensity at the specific radius r on image pyramid level l . Because the value is constructed along rings of increasing radius, the one-dimensional ring-projection values are invariant to any rotation of the two-dimension template image. An example of the ring projection of an image is shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5 shows that the profiles of these two images remain nearly identical after rotation changes have been completed. In the candidate-selection process, the ring-projection value in the inspection image that is located at ( , )
x y with specific radius r on image pyramid level l is defined as follows:
where the "S" is inspection image shown in Figure 4 . The lookup table and optimal step angle , opt l  are used to reduce computational complexity. The lookup table is created using rounded integer values for the distance from the center of the template image to the corresponding locations at the specific radius. The optimal step angle , opt l  is shown in Figure 6 and is defined as follows:
where d is the minimum shift distance between the original and the corresponding rotated points at the specified radius r . Using the optimal step angle, the number of pixels r Q at the specific radius r is calculated by 
Using the rotation invariant properties, the ring-projection transformation is used. The center point, px c , y c q, of the block image is calculated and used to transform the pixel coordinate px, yq of the block image from a Cartesian coordinate into a polar coordinate by:
x " x c`r cosθ, y " y c`r sinθ (1) where θ P r0, 2πs, r "
defined by the user, and M and N are the width and height of an image, respectively. C P,l prq represents the ring-projection values for the template image at a specific radius r on image pyramid level l, which is defined as:
where Q r is the number of pixels that are located on the circle of radius r " R l,min , R l,min`1 , . . . , R l,max . The ring-projection value, C P,l prq, is the mean of the values for pixel intensity at the specific radius r on image pyramid level l. Because the value is constructed along rings of increasing radius, the one-dimensional ring-projection values are invariant to any rotation of the two-dimension template image. An example of the ring projection of an image is shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5 shows that the profiles of these two images remain nearly identical after rotation changes have been completed. In the candidate-selection process, the ring-projection value in the inspection image that is located at px, yq with specific radius r on image pyramid level l is defined as follows:
where the "S" is inspection image shown in Figure 4 . The lookup table and optimal step angle φ opt,l are used to reduce computational complexity. The lookup table is created using rounded integer values for the distance from the center of the template image to the corresponding locations at the specific radius. The optimal step angle φ opt,l is shown in Figure 6 and is defined as follows:
where d is the minimum shift distance between the original and the corresponding rotated points at the specified radius r. Using the optimal step angle, the number of pixels Q r at the specific radius r is calculated by 2π{φ opt,l prq and 
Robust Features
As previously mentioned, the ring-projection transformation is used to describe the features of an image and to reduce computational complexity. However, the features should have unique and robust properties to correctly recognize the candidates. In despite of the ring-projection transformation having a rotation invariant property, it cannot describe the unique features of an image when the image contains a homogeneous region. 
As previously mentioned, the ring-projection transformation is used to describe the features of an image and to reduce computational complexity. However, the features should have unique and robust properties to correctly recognize the candidates. In despite of the ring-projection transformation having a rotation invariant property, it cannot describe the unique features of an image when the image contains a homogeneous region. searching images 3 and 4 can be correctly recognized by evaluating the similarity of the features in the template and searching image in the candidate selection and localization process. By contrast, the features of images 1 and 2 cannot be correctly recognized by evaluating the similarity of the features in the candidate selection and localization process. Consequently, the features must describe the homogeneous ring regions in a distinct rather than a uniform manner. To overcome this problem, the variance of the specific radius in the image is considered and the variance-projection transform is used [20] . The variance projection transformation in the template and searching images on image pyramid level l are defined as σp,l and σs,l:
In Figure 8 , the features are described by the variance-projection transformation which actually reflects the variation for image 2 and other images (images 1, 3 and 4). However, this is not sufficient to describe the features of image 1, 3, and 4. Fortunately, the features of image 1, 3, and 4 can be distinguished by ring-projection transformation as shown in Figure 7e .
For the sake of unique and robust features description, a hybrid-projection transformation that combines the ring-and variance-projection transformations is used in this paper. The hybrid-projection transformation in the template and searching images on image pyramid level l are defined as Hp,l and Hs,l:
, , , By contrast, the features of images 1 and 2 cannot be correctly recognized by evaluating the similarity of the features in the candidate selection and localization process. Consequently, the features must describe the homogeneous ring regions in a distinct rather than a uniform manner. To overcome this problem, the variance of the specific radius in the image is considered and the variance-projection transform is used [20] . The variance projection transformation in the template and searching images on image pyramid level l are defined as σ p,l and σ s,l :
For the sake of unique and robust features description, a hybrid-projection transformation that combines the ring-and variance-projection transformations is used in this paper. The hybrid-projection transformation in the template and searching images on image pyramid level l are defined as H p,l and H s,l :
H P,l prq " w m,l prqˆC P,l prq`w σ,l prqˆσ P,l prq
H S,l px, y, rq " w m,l prqˆC S,l px, y, rq`w σ,l prqˆσ S,l px, y, rq
where w m,l prq and w σ,l prq are weighting coefficients for the ring and variance-projection transformation, respectively. In Equations (7) and (8), the weighting coefficients at the specific radius on image pyramid level l are calculated by the concept of image entropy. (7) and (8), the weighting coefficients at the specific radius on image pyramid level l are calculated by the concept of image entropy. The image entropy is a quantity which is used to describe the randomness of an image, the image entropy H with associated probabilities of occurrence ( ) pb i can be defined as:
where ( ) pb i is the probability of gray level i .
In the case of an image, if all of the pixels have the same value, the image entropy of the image is zero. On the other hand, a high image entropy occurs when an image has chaotic gray levels. For the hybrid-projection transformation, the data along the specific radius having high variance should have high weights. Therefore, the weighting coefficients at the specific radius are defined as follows:
where the range of variance-projection weighting coefficient is between 0 and 1, 1 min,l T is designed for keeping the robustness against the noise in the image ( min,l T is the similarity threshold on image pyramid level l), the weighting coefficient of ring-projection transformation is based on Equation (10), and in this study it is designed to get a symmetrical weighting coefficient.
As mentioned in Equations (7) and (8), the weighting coefficients are separately determined at the specific radius within the circular region on each template image pyramid level. Using the hybrid-projection transformation in The image entropy is a quantity which is used to describe the randomness of an image, the image entropy H with associated probabilities of occurrence pbpiq can be defined as:
where pbpiq is the probability of gray level i.
where the range of variance-projection weighting coefficient is between 0 and 1, 1´T min,l is designed for keeping the robustness against the noise in the image (T min,l is the similarity threshold on image pyramid level l), the weighting coefficient of ring-projection transformation is based on Equation (10), and in this study it is designed to get a symmetrical weighting coefficient. As mentioned in Equations (7) and (8), the weighting coefficients are separately determined at the specific radius within the circular region on each template image pyramid level. Using the hybrid-projection transformation in Figure 7a -d and normalizing the hybrid values to a range between 0 and 1, yield the results shown in Figure 9 . All features of the texture-less searching images, i.e., Figure 7a -d, are clearly identified by this new descriptor. It means the features of the template image and searching image can be correctly recognized by evaluating the similarity based on the described features in the candidate selection and localization process. For this new descriptor, the weighting coefficients w m,l prq and w σ,l prq represent the weighting for the ring-and variance-projection values at the specific radius in the image pyramid level. Using the proposed method, the hybrid-projection transformation gives unique and more robust rotation-invariant features. 
Similarity Measurement
When the robust features are determined, the NCC is used as a similarity measure for selection of the possible candidates. The correlation coefficient for the template image and a searching block at point ( , )
x y in the inspection image on image pyramid level l are then defined as: between the template image and searching block. The candidate selection process allows only the most likely candidate to be fed into the refinement process.
Image Pyramid Search Technique
The image pyramid search framework allows this type of target search. The image pyramid hierarchically splits the candidates using information from different image pyramid levels to disjointed subsets. This process allows many candidates to be discarded early in the search process because their similarity coefficients are lower than the pre-defined threshold for similarity. One case involving three image pyramid levels of the search process is shown in Figure 10 .
The search process starts at the highest pyramid level (level 2) of the candidate. The candidate on the highest pyramid level is identified by computing the similarity using hybrid-projection values, Figure 10 , is also identified. The candidate with a similarity score that exceeds the similarity threshold min,2 T is stored in the candidate list. The value of min,2 T is also dependent on the application and must be set to the minimum expected object visibility. On the next lower pyramid levels (level 1), the search process uses the candidate that is located on the previous pyramid level. This includes candidates 
Similarity Measurement
When the robust features are determined, the NCC is used as a similarity measure for selection of the possible candidates. The correlation coefficient for the template image and a searching block at point px, yq in the inspection image on image pyramid level l are then defined as:
where H P,l prq and H S,l px, y, rq are the values of the hybrid-projection transformation for the template and inspection images, respectively. Note that l is the index of the image pyramid levels. The correlation value δ l px, yq is between´1 and 1. It is equal to 1 when a perfect match occurs between the template image and searching block. The candidate selection process allows only the most likely candidate to be fed into the refinement process.
Image Pyramid Search Technique
The search process starts at the highest pyramid level (level 2) of the candidate. The candidate on the highest pyramid level is identified by computing the similarity using hybrid-projection values, H P,2 prq and H S,2 px, y, rq, at each position (x, y). The candidate, obj 2,1 , on level 2, which is indicated by a green circle in Figure 10 , is also identified. The candidate with a similarity score that exceeds the similarity threshold T min,2 is stored in the candidate list. The value of T min,2 is also dependent on the application and must be set to the minimum expected object visibility. On the next lower pyramid levels (level 1), the search process uses the candidate that is located on the previous pyramid level. This includes candidates obj 1,t1,2,3,4u , which are denoted by a yellow circle and are inherited from their parent candidate obj 2,1 using a 2ˆ2 searching area on image pyramid level 1. Only candidate obj 1,2 , which is denoted by a red square, has a similarity score that exceeds the similarity threshold T min,1 . This process is repeated until all matching candidates have been tracked to the lowest pyramid level, which, in this case is level 0. Finally, the best matching result with a similarity score that exceeds the similarity threshold T min,0 is denoted by the red fill square in Figure 10 .
Only candidate 1,2 obj , which is denoted by a red square, has a similarity score that exceeds the similarity threshold min, 1 T . This process is repeated until all matching candidates have been tracked to the lowest pyramid level, which, in this case is level 0. Finally, the best matching result with a similarity score that exceeds the similarity threshold min,0 T is denoted by the red fill square in Figure 10 . In the search process, the similarity threshold
is set in a different image pyramid level. The most intuitive way for the user to determine the value is to choose it between 0 and 1. If the threshold is set to be a low value, more candidates will be selected in the searching process. It also means the computation burden will increase. Furthermore, the similarity score of the candidates should be decreased on the higher pyramid level because the details are missed. Therefore, the similarity threshold min,l T must be slightly reduced on higher pyramid levels in order to avoid a candidate that is missed. For example, the similarity threshold of each higher image pyramid level is decreased by 0.1 by rule of thumb.
Estimation of the Rotation
The candidate-selection process, as described in the previous section, selects the most likely candidates. A new rotation-estimation technique known as the ring-shifted technique is proposed to detect the rotation of only the best of the output of the candidates. Although, the original ring-projection , ( ) P l C r shown in Equation (2) is rotation invariant, the ring-shifted technique will only inherit the ring intensity profile ( cos , sin ) c k c k P x r y r     for each specific radius r. So, it does not need any operation for preparing the ring intensity profile in the rotation estimation process, which considerably reduces the computation time. For the rotation invariance, the hybrid-projection value is constructed along circular rings with successively increasing radii. In the ring-shifted technique, the ring intensity profile at each radius is used to estimate the rotation. To illustrate the ring-shifted technique, Figure 11 shows images with different rotation angles and the corresponding ring intensity profiles r p and r p at the specific radius of r = 17.
It can be seen that the intensity of point is the optimal step angle described in Equation (4). In the search process, the similarity threshold T min,l is set in a different image pyramid level. The most intuitive way for the user to determine the value is to choose it between 0 and 1. If the threshold is set to be a low value, more candidates will be selected in the searching process. It also means the computation burden will increase. Furthermore, the similarity score of the candidates should be decreased on the higher pyramid level because the details are missed. Therefore, the similarity threshold T min,l must be slightly reduced on higher pyramid levels in order to avoid a candidate that is missed. For example, the similarity threshold of each higher image pyramid level is decreased by 0.1 by rule of thumb.
The candidate-selection process, as described in the previous section, selects the most likely candidates. A new rotation-estimation technique known as the ring-shifted technique is proposed to detect the rotation of only the best of the output of the candidates. Although, the original ring-projection C P,l prq shown in Equation (2) is rotation invariant, the ring-shifted technique will only inherit the ring intensity profile Ppx c`r cosθ k , y c`r sinθ k q for each specific radius r. So, it does not need any operation for preparing the ring intensity profile in the rotation estimation process, which considerably reduces the computation time. For the rotation invariance, the hybrid-projection value is constructed along circular rings with successively increasing radii. In the ring-shifted technique, the ring intensity profile at each radius is used to estimate the rotation. To illustrate the ring-shifted technique, Figure 11 shows images with different rotation angles and the corresponding ring intensity profiles p r and p 1 r at the specific radius of r = 17.
It can be seen that the intensity of point p 17 pn˚q is equal to the point p 1 17 pn˚`k p17qq when the consequent point shifts by k p17q, as shown in Figure 11a . Actually, the shift value k p17q represents the ring that is rotated by φ 17 at a radius of 17 in the spatial domain. Furthermore, we can define the relationship between the rotation angle φ r and the shift value k opt prq at the specific radius, which is defined as follows:
φ r " k opt prqˆφ opt,0 prq
where k opt prq is the shift value at radius r and φ opt,0 prq is the optimal step angle described in Equation (4). Before the rotation estimation, the shift value   opt k r at radius r should be calculated. The cross correlation measurement is employed to find the maximum correlation of the two ring intensity profiles by a shift value, the so-called ring-shifted correlation. Therefore, the shift value can be derived; with the measurement with maximum correlation, the shift value can be defined as:
where r N represents the number of pixels at radius . 
Based on the definitions given from Equations (13)- (15), the rotation angle of the candidate can be estimated at only a single radius. According to Equation (4), the accuracy of the rotation angle depends on the optimal step angle and the radius. Obviously, the optimal step angle is inversely proportional to the radius. Therefore, the rotation angle can be accurately estimated by integrating all ring weighting coefficients r w in the range between min R and max R . Hence, the rotation angle of the most likely candidate is defined as follows:
  Before the rotation estimation, the shift value k opt prq at radius r should be calculated. The cross correlation measurement is employed to find the maximum correlation of the two ring intensity profiles by a shift value, the so-called ring-shifted correlation. Therefore, the shift value can be derived; with the measurement with maximum correlation, the shift value can be defined as: 14) where N r represents the number of pixels at radius r.
Based on the definitions given from Equations (13)- (15), the rotation angle of the candidate can be estimated at only a single radius. According to Equation (4), the accuracy of the rotation angle depends on the optimal step angle and the radius. Obviously, the optimal step angle is inversely proportional to the radius. Therefore, the rotation angle can be accurately estimated by integrating all ring weighting coefficients w r in the range between R min and R max . Hence, the rotation angle of the most likely candidate is defined as follows:
where w r " N r {N sum , N sum is the number of pixels for all radii and N r is the number of pixels for the specific radius r, respectively In addition, two neighbors of the shift value k prq at radius r, k prq´1 and k prq`1, and the corresponding correlation coefficients, δ r pk prq´1q and δ r pk prq`1q, are input into the fitting model to refine the accuracy of the rotation angle. Computing the best fitting parabola equation involves solving a system equation, which is written as:
where x " k prq´1, k prq , k prq`1. Three unknown parameters a, b and c are calculated using Cramer's rule. When the parabola parameters are determined, the optimal shift value is calculated by:
Therefore, the greatest accuracy for the rotation angle θo pt is refined as:
Implementation of the Proposed Method
According to the architecture mentioned in Section 2, the implementation details of the two phases are described in the following subsection.
Template Preprocessing Phase
A template preprocessing phase determines the multi-resolution hybrid-projection information for the object of interest in the template image P. The precise steps are presented as follows:
Step 1: The template image P is input specified manually.
Step 2: The multi-resolution template image P l is constructed, where l " 0, 1, . . . , L, l represents several image pyramid levels and L is the maximum image pyramid level.
Step 3: Ring-projection transform is used to determine ring-projection values C P,l prq within different image pyramid levels, where r P rR l,min , R l,max s.
Step 4: After the ring-projection transform process, the variance-project values σ P,l prq for each image pyramid level are determined through variance-project transform, where r P rR l,min , R l,max s.
Step 5: The hybrid-projection values H P,l prq for each image pyramid level are determined using ring-projection values C P,l prq, variance-projection values , σ P,l prq and the corresponding weighting coefficients for the ring projection w m,l prq and variance projection w σ,l prq. The weighting coefficients, w m,l prq and w σ,l prq, are calculated by image entropy.
Step 6: An appropriate threshold of similarity, T min,l , for different inspection conditions is identified.
The levels of the image pyramid, weighting coefficients, hybrid projection values, and threshold are used for the online-alignment phase of the image pyramid technique, and the similarity measure with the image pyramid search technique, respectively.
Online Alignment Phase
The online-alignment phase identifies the best candidates in the inspection image which have an arbitrary rotation angle. Also, the rotation angle is further determined using the ring-shift projection. The precise steps conducted at multi-resolution inspection image are presented as follows:
Step 1: A multi-resolution inspection image S l is constructed, where l " 0, 1, . . . , L, and L corresponds to the maximum image pyramid level in the template preprocessing phase.
Step 2: The search block initializes at location (x = 0, y = 0) in the highest inspection image pyramid level. This image is the same size as the template image on the highest image pyramid level.
Step 3: Ring-and variance-projection transform are used to determine the ring-projection values C S,l px, y, rq and variance-projection values σ S,l px, y, rq from the search block at location (x, y) on image pyramid level l.
Step 4: The hybrid-projection values H S,l px, y, rq on image pyramid level l are obtained using C S,l px, y, rq, σ S,l px, y, rq and the weighting coefficients, w m,l prq and w σ,l prq, which are calculated in the template preprocessing phase.
Step 5: When estimating the similarity coefficient between the template image and search block on image pyramid level l, if the similarity coefficient exceeds the pre-defined threshold for similarity, the location (x, y) is stored in the candidate list.
Step 6: The search block in the inspection image is moved and Steps 3-6 are repeated until the similarity coefficient in the inspection image is computed for all locations.
When the candidate list for the highest image pyramid level is determined, the image pyramid search process is used to increase the speed of the candidate selection and localization processes. On the next lower image pyramid levels, the search block location inherits the location from the candidate list that has been stored on the previous pyramid level. The search block must only be searched within a small range of displacement. Steps 3-5 in the online-alignment phase are used to determine the most likely candidate on the lower image pyramid levels. The hybrid-projection transform for multi-resolution using the image pyramid search technique is described in Section 3.3. Finally, the best candidate is identified on the lowest image pyramid and then the rotation estimation process calculates the rotation angle using the ring-shifted projection for the best candidate.
Experimental Results
This section describes a series of experimental results that show the performance of the proposed method. Various images were used in different experiments to verify the proposed algorithm. To verify the proposed method, the results are compared with [15, 21] . The similarity threshold T min,0 is 0.8 for both this study and the compared methods. All experiments were performed on a personal computer with an Intel Core i7 3.4 GHz CPU and 8 GB of memory using Visual Studio 2008. Figure 12 shows the rotation test images, which are used to evaluate the rotation accuracy of the proposed rotation-estimation technique. To estimate the rotation accuracy, the simulated rotated images are generated by rotating the original image at rotation angles from 0˝to 359˝in increments of 5˝. For obtaining the rotation angle, the least second moment method is utilized to estimate the angle between the template and inspection image in [15] . Also, the pre-constructed rotated templates score and piecewise linear model are applied to estimate the rotation angle in [21] . Detailed comparison results are shown in Table 2 . The error E r is calculated using the following equation:
Rotation Estimation
where θ a and θ e are the actual and estimated rotation angles, respectively. To provide an overall accuracy evaluation, three performance indices of error E r are used to quantitatively show the performance: the mean of error E r_m , the standard deviation of error E r_std , and the maximum error E r_max . As seen in Table 2 , the errors in the mean, standard deviation, and maximum in all test cases, which are derived by using the proposed ring-shifted technique, are less than 0.036°, 0.027°, and 0.102°, respectively. In [15] , the least second moment method cannot provide precise results because of the simple integer data representation. Besides, the pre-constructed method for calculating the rotation angle in [21] , the accuracy of angle depends on the number of pre-constructed rotation template images and the location which are estimated by the normalized cross-correlation (NCC) method. If the NCC method cannot give a correct location of the template within the inspection image, the rotation estimation will have failed. The number of pre-constructed rotation template images is nine in this test. The proposed method is seen to be superior to the other methods. For the ring-shifted technique, the rotation-estimation technique uses the optimal shift value   * opt k r by increasing the radius from min R to max R . In this experiment, the proposed ring-shifted technique provides an accurate estimation when the template is rotated within the inspection image using arbitrary rotation angles.
Performance on Images with Added Noise
This section considers the effect of noise on the inspection images. The test images and the corresponding template images are shown in Figure 13 . The test images contain simple and complex backgrounds. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the Gaussian noise applied to the test images varies from 10 to 35 dB in increments of 5 dB. Figure 14 shows the errors in rotation at different noise levels. Table 3 lists the translation errors. The translation errors are calculated using the Euclidean distance between the real and matching positions. The rotation errors are calculated using Equation (20) .
In this experiment, the maximum rotation errors for the proposed method are 7.157° and 0.405° when the SNR ratio is 10 and 15 dB, respectively. The maximum translation errors for the proposed method are 0 when the SNR is either 10 or 15 dB. In [21] , the original template image is used to identify the location of the template image in the test images by using the NCC measurement. As seen in Table 2 , the errors in the mean, standard deviation, and maximum in all test cases, which are derived by using the proposed ring-shifted technique, are less than 0.036˝, 0.027˝, and 0.102˝, respectively. In [15] , the least second moment method cannot provide precise results because of the simple integer data representation. Besides, the pre-constructed method for calculating the rotation angle in [21] , the accuracy of angle depends on the number of pre-constructed rotation template images and the location which are estimated by the normalized cross-correlation (NCC) method. If the NCC method cannot give a correct location of the template within the inspection image, the rotation estimation will have failed. The number of pre-constructed rotation template images is nine in this test. The proposed method is seen to be superior to the other methods. For the ring-shifted technique, the rotation-estimation technique uses the optimal shift value ko pt prq by increasing the radius from R min to R max . In this experiment, the proposed ring-shifted technique provides an accurate estimation when the template is rotated within the inspection image using arbitrary rotation angles.
In this experiment, the maximum rotation errors for the proposed method are 7.157˝and 0.405w hen the SNR ratio is 10 and 15 dB, respectively. The maximum translation errors for the proposed method are 0 when the SNR is either 10 or 15 dB. In [21] , the original template image is used to identify the location of the template image in the test images by using the NCC measurement. Because the test images are not rotated in this experiment, the translation error for the test images with different Gaussian noise levels is not generated. By using the hybrid projection transformation, the features are obtained from the mean and variance values of the specific radius; therefore, it can significantly resist the noise in the inspection images. It is seen in this experiment that the overall performance of the proposed method is considerably better than that of the other methods when the SNR is greater than 10 dB. Because the test images are not rotated in this experiment, the translation error for the test images with different Gaussian noise levels is not generated. By using the hybrid projection transformation, the features are obtained from the mean and variance values of the specific radius; therefore, it can significantly resist the noise in the inspection images. It is seen in this experiment that the overall performance of the proposed method is considerably better than that of the other methods when the SNR is greater than 10 dB.
(a) (b) Because the test images are not rotated in this experiment, the translation error for the test images with different Gaussian noise levels is not generated. By using the hybrid projection transformation, the features are obtained from the mean and variance values of the specific radius; therefore, it can significantly resist the noise in the inspection images. It is seen in this experiment that the overall performance of the proposed method is considerably better than that of the other methods when the SNR is greater than 10 dB.
(a) (b) 
Weighting Influence in Candidate Selection and Localization
The hybrid-projection transformation combined the weighted average of w m,l prq and w σ,l prq to select and localize the candidate. Here, the performance with the different weighted strategies of these two parameters are studied, the proposed image entropy method is compared with the user defined method. Three sets of parameters (w m,l prq, w σ,l prq) are selected as (0.3, 0.7), (0.5, 0.5), and (0.7, 0.3) corresponding to every specified radius for all image pyramid levels, respectively. The test images and corresponding template images are shown in Figure 15 . The Gaussian noises from 10 to 35 dB in increments of 5 dB are applied in the test images for evaluation. Here, two performance indices of errors are used to quantitatively show the performance: the mean of error E t_m and E r_m for translation and rotation; the standard deviation of error E t_std and E r_std for translation and rotation, respectively. The results of translation and rotation errors are listed in Table 4 , where the mean translation and rotation errors of our proposed method are 0 pixels, 0.004˝, 0.17 pixels, and 0.92˝, respectively. It is obvious that the results of our proposed methods are superior to the user defined method. According to the architecture in Figure 3 Table 4 , where the mean translation and rotation errors of our proposed method are 0 pixels, 0.004°, 0.17 pixels, and 0.92°, respectively. It is obvious that the results of our proposed methods are superior to the user defined method. According to the architecture in Figure 3 , the accurate rotation estimated results are obtained based on correct locations of the matching candidates. As seen in the results of Figure 15a , wrong locations are obtained by the user defined method, thus, poor rotation estimated results are obtained in this case. 
Errors Methods

Figure 15a
Figure 15b 
Computational Performance in Real Captured PCB Images
Additional experiments were performed using real captured PCB images. The images were captured when an object was arbitrarily moving and rotating. All test and corresponding template images are shown in Figures 16-18 . The sizes of the test images are 800ˆ600. This experiment assessed performance of computation and correctness according to the matching results. The matching results for the proposed method and that of references [15] and [21] are denoted by red, blue and green boxes, respectively. To allow a fair comparison, the comparison methods are also optimized using the image pyramid search framework. The statistical results for efficiency and the effect of pyramid levels are summarized in Table 5 . Here it is shown that the computational burden is significantly reduced when the image pyramid search framework is used. 
Additional experiments were performed using real captured PCB images. The images were captured when an object was arbitrarily moving and rotating. All test and corresponding template images are shown in Figures 16-18 . The sizes of the test images are 800 × 600. This experiment assessed performance of computation and correctness according to the matching results. The matching results for the proposed method and that of references [15] and [21] are denoted by red, blue and green boxes, respectively. To allow a fair comparison, the comparison methods are also optimized using the image pyramid search framework. The statistical results for efficiency and the effect of pyramid levels are summarized in Table 5 . Here it is shown that the computational burden is significantly reduced when the image pyramid search framework is used. 
Additional experiments were performed using real captured PCB images. The images were captured when an object was arbitrarily moving and rotating. All test and corresponding template images are shown in Figures 16-18 . The sizes of the test images are 800 × 600. This experiment assessed performance of computation and correctness according to the matching results. The matching results for the proposed method and that of references [15] and [21] are denoted by red, blue and green boxes, respectively. To allow a fair comparison, the comparison methods are also optimized using the image pyramid search framework. The statistical results for efficiency and the effect of pyramid levels are summarized in Table 5 . Here it is shown that the computational burden is significantly reduced when the image pyramid search framework is used. Pyramid levels = 2 In these test cases, the mismatch for the method of [21] is clearly seen in the PCB test cases, such as Figures 16b,c, 17b,c, and 18b,c (shown as green boxes) . This method is sensitive to test images when the template is located in a complex background. In terms of the method of [15] , the matching results provide a more accurate localization of the template image in the test images (shown as blue boxes). However, the results for the rotation angle are not sufficiently precise, such as in Figures  16a,c and 19a -c. By contrast, the matching results for the proposed method are seen clearly in Figures 16-18 . They are superior to the results for the other methods. On the other hand, the image pyramid searching technique is used to enhance the performance in terms of efficiency. It can been seen the computation advantage of the proposed method, the [15, 21] are around 66 times, 95 times, and 186 times.
From the experimental results, the proposed method not only provides a correct location, but also estimates a correct and precise rotation angle for the template image in real captured PCB images. Based on the convincing results of this experiment, the proposed method can be used with real-world images. However, the feature-based matching method that use the SIFT descriptor is not appropriate for the complex images, such as Figures 16-19 , because of the heavy computational burden. There are more than 2300 feature points in these real captured images. The computation times for the real captured cases are 642.22, 620, 448.28, and 489.1 msec, respectively. The efficiency of the feature-based method is slower than the proposed method.
Conclusions
A novel image alignment algorithm that uses rotation-discriminating ring-shifted projection for AOI applications is presented. It combines hybrid projection transformation and the ring shift technique. The hybrid projection transformation with the image pyramid searching technique can significantly reduce the computation burden and own the unique and robust features in the alignment process. The ring shift technique provides the rotation estimation between the template image and the searching image. The results show that the rotation estimation of the proposed method is superior to other comparative methods. Furthermore, the novel image alignment algorithm can obtain accurate and robust results in the scene image with rotation, translation, and noise. A series of experiments verified the efficiency, accuracy, and robustness of the proposed algorithm. Furthermore, the proposed method not only provides high accuracy with rotation, but also works well under noise influence and translation. The various experiment results indicate that this approach is suitable for accurate image alignment in AOI industrial inspections.
